
BENEFITS
•  Provides sheer, natural coverage and 

diminishes the look of imperfections

•  Keeps skin nourished, hydrated, and 
protected

•  pH-balanced formula protects skin’s 
acid mantle barrier

•  Can be used under makeup or alone

•  Infused with herbal extracts, 
essential oils, and age-defying 
antioxidants

YOUR DAILY DEFENSE AGAINST SKIN DAMAGE 
Lightweight yet deeply hydrating, our tinted SPF moisture lotion minimizes 
the appearance of imperfections while protecting skin from sun damage and 
environmental aggressors. This unique formula doubles as a sheer-tinted primer, 
creating a smooth, noticeably luminous canvas for makeup. Lines are visibly 
reduced, the appearance of redness is minimized, and skin becomes dewy, even-
toned, and flawless looking.

PHILOSOPHY OF REGENERATION®

Our balanced approach combines cutting-edge science with the wisdom of our 
Philosophy of Regeneration®, which advocates nourishing, cleansing, and balancing 
the skin with the finest plant-based ingredients to promote skin health and 
natural beauty. We use superior ingredients so your pores will never be blocked 
or suffocated and your skin will breathe just the way Mother Nature intended. Our 
sunscreens not only provide broad-spectrum protection from UVA/UVB rays, but 
also moisturize your skin with antioxidants and botanical ingredients.

INGREDIENT HIGHLIGHTS
ALOE  
This popular succulent plant soothes skin, helping to support the healing of 
damage.

VITAMIN E 
This antioxidant vitamin fights free radicals and is used to protect skin from 
premature aging and sun damage.

BURDOCK 
This traditional medicinal plant is used in beauty products for its cleansing and 
moisturizing properties.

COFFEE BEAN EXTRACT 
Coffee beans are actually the seeds of the coffee plant, and they are full of free 
radical-fighting antioxidants, which help protect against premature aging of the skin.

FAQS 
Q: Can I skip my go-to foundation if I’m wearing this product?
A:  It’s completely up to you. This product allows you to skip a step during your 

morning rush because the tint provides just the right amount of coverage for 
most complexions and adjusts seamlessly to all skin tones. However, on days 
you may require extra coverage, this product provides a perfect canvas for 
your traditional foundation. 

Q: Will I have a heavy “caked-on” look if I reapply it throughout the day?
A:  No need to worry. The formula is remarkably lightweight, spreadable, and 

melts into skin for a seamless look. Plus, the beautifying botanical oils provide 
balancing moisture that won’t clog your pores and ruin your look. So go ahead 
and lay it on!

RECOMMENDATION 
Apply Oi-Lin® Deep Moisture Lotion Sunscreen SPF 25 Tinted to the face and 
neck in the a.m. Wait at least 20 minutes before heading outdoors. Avoid eye area. 
Reapply every two hours if outdoors, or as needed.
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